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VOX-3000 OPERATION MANUAL 

 
Congratulations on purchasing a genuine My Weigh VOX Scale. 

You now own a Digital Scale of proven technical design and highest quality. 

We hope that you will enjoy the use of your new talking 

Digital Scale.  You can visit us at www.Myweigh.com 

 
 

Technical Specification 

Maximum Loading : 3000 grams or 6lb 10oz 

Resolution : 1 gram or 0.1oz 

Power : 9V Battery 

 

Battery Installation 

1. Press and push open the battery cover located at the bottom of the unit. 

2. Insert one 9V size battery matching the (+) and (-) polarity covers with the 

battery. Close the battery cover until it clicks shut. 

Note : If the battery symbol appears in the display, it means low battery power. It is 

time to replace the battery. If the power is too low, it will show “Lo” when powered 

on and then it will turn off automatically. 

 

Weighing Function 

1. Turn the scale on by pressing the “ON” button. It will say “Hello!” Once the 

platform is stable, it will say “I’m ready” and display “0g”. 

2. Place the item to be weighed onto the scale platform. The weight will be displayed 

and spoken when the reading is steady. 

3. There is a stability indicator “H” in the top left corner of the screen. Whenever the 

weight is stable, the “H” will be displayed before the voice reading. 

4. Turn the scale off by pressing the “OFF” button. It will say “Good-bye”. 

 

Note : Do not exceed the weighing capacity of the scale. You can cause permanent 

damage and void the warranty. The scale will give the warning “Beep, beep,” 

and show “ERR” if it is trying to weigh above it’s capacity. 

 The voice reading function only will read out a change if weight if that change 

is greater than 5 grams. 

 

To select oz or gram 

Use the g/oz button to select the desired unit. 
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To use TARE Function 

Turn on the scale. Place the empty container on the weighing platform. Press the 

“TARE” button. Place the items to be weighed into the container. The exact weight of 

the items will show.  

 

To add the weight value 

Press “TARE” to zero the value of the last weighing item before adding the next item 

being weighed. You can repeat this procedure as according to how many items you 

have. 

Note : The scale will give signal “Beep, beep, beep” to represent negative (-ve) 

readings when using TARE function. 

 

Auto Power Down 

The scale turns off automatically after idle for about 60 seconds. 

 

Switching on/off the talking function 

Use the switch on the bottom of the scale to switch on/off the speaker function. 

 

 

Precautions 

1. Do not clean the unit with an abrasive or corrosive compound. It may scratch the 

plastic and corrode the electronic circuitry. 

2. Do not overload the scale. Not to place anything that weighs more than 3000g on 

the platform, or it will damage the weighing sensor and void the warranty. 

3. Do not subject the unit to excessive force, shock, dust, temperature, direct 

sunlight, heavy rain or humidity. These may result in malfunction, shorter 

electronic life span, battery damage or distorted parts. 

4. Do not tamper with the units internal components. It will invalidate the warranty 

on the unit and may cause unnecessary battery damage, distorted parts or 

personal injury. 

5. Place product on flat stable surface before use. 

 


